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Flutter-Wing Decoys: The most versatile confidence decoy!
No wind, batteries or remotes needed.
The Flutter-Wing String Decoy, in the landing position,
is the unique innovation of Aero Outdoors.
Wings always return to black side up or natural landing,
after activation; no wing movement at the wrong speed or
white exposed when not activated, which can flare the ducks.
Made to attract birds into closer range which allows
for better specie identification, cleaner shots, fewer
crippled birds and more fun in the blind.

New Mechanism Design: A good thing can be made better! Very easy wrist action to operate.
The complete re-design for 2006; includes a new pulley design and
unique proprietary string with memory, to eliminate spooling the pulley.
Upgraded bearings for extra ease of operation, new stake and more!
New Stake Design:

Square tubing slips on to the decoy stake adaptor, with button lock.

New Stake Extension Kit: Two additional 21” stake sections, which slip fit into another and have
a convenient button lock, with a foot extension for inserting the stake in
the ground. The 2 sections can add on to the stake shipped with decoy.
The Right Look: Magnum 22” Full Body Decoy, for greater visibility. White/black Wings.
Flocked Head and white on tail (same UV as feathers). No-shine paint in
the right tones. NEW ‘Glass look’ eyes, for added realism.
The Right Action:

Wings emulate a duck right before landing. Same speed as battery.
This white/black wing flash telegraphs to other birds, the coast is clear.
“Chows on, it’s OK, come on and get it”! The right action, when needed.
The wings return to the original set landing position, or black side up.

The Right Operation:

Easier pull string action. Proven quiet and reliable.
Very easy in/out pull stroke of 4” operates the decoy from any distance.
Only activate to attract and then get ready for the shot.
You can work the ducks as efficiently with the FW as with a call.

Durable:

The durable decoy and paint, plus stainless/aluminum mechanism
designed for years of reliable service. All quality precision parts.

Great Investment:

The Flutter-Wing decoy was used in all of the flyways last season
with exciting results. Add a FW to your spread. Be on the cutting edge.
No hassles with batteries to buy or charge, or fickle remotes.
No wind to rely on. Wind drives are too slow or too fast and chatter.

Includes: 22 inch Decoy, 21 inch button lock stake, extra drive band, operator string and handle.
New Stake Extension: Two add on 21 inch slip fit sections, button locks & foot insertion extension.

If you want action in the blind, and a reliable decoy– Buy a Flutter-Wing!

Flutter-Wing brings’em right in!

